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Coke Zero Sugar
Motion Graphics, Advertising

This project involved creating a 30 second social media ad 
and animated logo using only Adobe Animate and Adobe 
Illustrator. I chose New Coca Cola Zero Sugar and went from 
there. Many of their ads often use single color backgrounds 
and simple imagery. Being limited to Adobe Animate, I de-
cided to put an emphasis on fun text treatment and timing 
to my advantage after picking some snappy music. I ex-
panded upon this piece by creating some billboards in the 
same style to advertise the product as well.

https://youtu.be/46_zb0QtvGM
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National Geographic
Illustration, Advertising

For this project, I was tasked with designing a magazine cover 
and spread page based around a controversial issue. We had 
to implement 3 different methods of physical photo manipu-
lation meaning Photoshop was not allowed. This project was 
expanded upon with the creation of a billboard as well.

I selected the topic of global warming as, despite the evidence, 
many people still do not believe the severity of it or that it is 
even an issue. My methods of manipulation were: collage, pho-
tocopying, degradation, and physical objects.
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Infographic Poster
Illustration, Print

Wealth generation may come across as overwhelming or even 
boring. One way to combat this would be to create a more fun 
way to digest this information and infographs can be quite ap-
pealing. So for this project, I had to create an infograph about 
wealth generation for retirement and decided to go with a 
pizza theme to create a different approach for the visuals that 
could explain the given topics in a more familiar way.
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Habitat for Humanity 
Redesigned Website
Web Design

This project took place over the course of a semester during my first Web 
Design class. Our professor had gotten in contact with the manager of our 
local Habitat for Humanity who were looking to update their update but 
found it hard as they were a non-profit organization. It was a way for us to 
work with a real client for experience and for a local organization to get a 
new, better optimized website. My website was selected above others and I 
worked one-on-one with the client to finish the now live website.

https://www.pinebelthabitat.org/



SUN HIGH
FLORA EXPO
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Sun High Flora Expo
Branding, Publication, Advertising, 
Print, Motion Graphics, Packaging 

This large project centered around creating a branded event 
from a selected city of our choice. I ended up selecting Phoe-
nix, Arizona from the list and looked into the city and what it 
was known for. After discovering that they were home to the 
Desert Botanical Gardens, I decided that would be a fun place 
to host an event, specifically, a flora expo. Since the city was of-
ten referred to as, “the Valley of the Sun,” I took inspiration from 
this nickname to create the name “Sun High.”

From here, I branded the event and created a style guide that 
would provide rules on what could be done with the brand. 
Advertising and campaign materials had to be created for the 
expo as well. I designed tickets, a cactus kit, a poster, a bro-
chure, and created a motion graphic commericial.
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SEE
THE GARDENS

https://youtu.be/O8W2AaUinB0
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Single Use Sux
Illustration, Advertising

For this project, I had to pick a social issue and create a 
poster advertising it. The catch? I could only use limited 
materials related to the theme and was not allowed to make 
a mark on the poster via painting, drawing, or printing. One 
topic I felt could take full advantage of this limitation was 
single use plastics, specifically, food plastics. From takeout 
containers to water bottles, we use a lot of convenient yet 
wasteful plastics. So I gathered plenty of supplies and cre-
ated a simple slogan knowing that finding letters for the 
project would be the toughest part.

Using the same materials as seen in the poster, I also creat-
ed a billboard to help advertise in places people might litter.



PÕDRA
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Põdra Tee
Branding, Packaging, Publication

Põdra Tee (Estonian for “Elk’s Path”) was a restaurant cre-
ated for a large project called “culture shock” where I had 
to do research to properly make a restaurant representing 
another culture. I selected Estonia, a small country located 
in the Baltic. After selecting the name, I got to work on cre-
ating an identity system, restaurant packaging, and finally, 
an investor lookbook. 

For the packaging, a bread box, soup container, chocolate 
bar, and carry-out bag where created after doing research 
for a menu. An investor lookbook had to created and brand-
ed as a way to show potential investors why they should be 
interested in helping my restaurant to expand its business.

PÕDRA
TEE

PÕDRA
TEE

ESTONIAN
CUISINE
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LaBorde Gaming Cafe
Web Design, Branding, Advertising

The purpose behind this project was to take the branding from 
a previous project, rework it, and create a website for it along-
side a branded campaign. The company of my choice was a 
tabletop gaming cafe I created and named after myself as 
“LaBorde” matched quite well for a board game cafe.

Campaign pieces such as t-shirts, stickers, and keychains were 
created for the use of customer purchase or employee wear. 
Digital media was created to advertise the cafe as well from 
social media ads to email blasts. Finally, a website was built to 
host information from menu items, to seating, to even a list of 
games. A functioning shop feature had to be included as well.

https://youtu.be/wWU9g31_-08
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Path of Hope
Branding, Print, Advertising, Web 
Design, Motion Graphics

For Capstone, I created an organization dedicated to men’s 
domestic abuse. Path of Hope was created to help solve 
issues male victims face, such as alack of resources and the 
need to spread awareness. Primarily aimed at male victims 
of domestic abuse, a campaign was created to take use of 
the online and in-person space to make sure anyone can 
access these resources.

Path of Hope is mostly hosted on a website as they can 
easily accessed by most people and makes returning for in-
formation relatively easy. To bring awareness and advertise 
the brand, ads across different medias were created as well. 
Information can also be easily found in the three different 
motion graphics videos created for the organization.

See videos of the website and motion graphics videos below.

https://youtu.be/pgSwxKIVINI https://youtu.be/dFtd2MnHPgU

https://youtu.be/aAu0ubR1reQ https://youtu.be/B2S3hBJWc-A
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The Way Through 
the Woods
Motion Graphics

This project involved having to select a poem of my choice, 
record myself reading it, and apply motion graphics in a way 
I saw fit. I selected Rudyard Kipling’s “The Way Through the 
Woods,” as I enjoyed his writings in the “The Jungle Book” and 
wanted to see what else he had done. I had to gather stock 
footage and piece it together in a coherent manner.

To make the footage appear consistent, I employed the use of 
color grading. This technique also came in handy when con-
verting footage from day, to evening, to night. 

https://youtu.be/WjztwQXqxuo
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About me
I’m originally from Slidell, LA and found myself getting into painting and 
drawing at age 9 after seeing student work from a local studio. Since 
then, I’ve been growing my skills as an artist and eventually, as a designer. 
Throughout my time at USM, I took classes in to learn Branding, Advertising, 
Illustration, Motion Graphics, Web Design, Bookbinding, and many more. I 
am a passionate worker who is dedicated to their work. In my spare time, 
I love playing video games, sketching comics, reading fantasy books, and 
hosting movie nights with friends.

Some of my personal achievements include having won two regional AD-
DYS (Silver and Student Judge’s Choice), redesigned the website for a local 
Habitat for Humanity Organization, and a few smaller awards.



thank you for viewing!


